Development

Development related information

- **Browser Based Harvesting with Umbra**
- **Building NetarchiveSuite** — Describes how to build the NetarchiveSuite project with Maven
- **Coding Guidelines**
- **Contributing code to NetarchiveSuite** — Describes how to contribute code to the NetarchiveSuite git repository on Github https://github.com/netarchivesuite/netarchivesuite.
- **Development forums** — Here you can find discussions regarding different areas of the NetarchiveSuite project
- **Investigative sub-projects** — List of the small sub-projects we've undertaken to uncover new opportunities for the NetarchiveSuite project
- **Procedures** — List of the different processes used in the project.
- **Test**

Testserver test@KB-TEST-WAY-001.kb.dk

Reach it from test@kb-prod-udv-001.kb.dk